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Accurate control of betatron tunes and chromaticity is essential to mitigate 
adverse beam-beam effects in the Tevatron RunII Collider. 
 Two Schottky monitors are currently in use: the  21.4 MHz (old) and 1.7 GHz 
(relatively new)  A first version of the 21.4 MHz system was presented at PAC03. 
Significant upgrades to the 21.4 MHz  front-end and the analysis are described,  
including new chromaticity measurements and a comparison with 1.7 GHz results.

The 21.4 MHz System 

Tune Fitter:
Analysis Software: Peak fitter & Minimizer
Rule and Knowledge based System! 
I/O layers + Graphics + control.

New Application: Determination of the linear and quadratic chromaticity to tune the Tevatron 
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(could evolve into a nice 
GUI

Tevics OAC 
Open Access Client (OAC) 
Java + DAQ software .  
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Root - C++ server 
Fitting Package. 

 
TCP/IP Socket

Digitized on
VME/ICS-110B 
FFT on 
MVME 2430 

TCP/IP socket 
connection to 4 Unix processes 
each fitting concurrently 
Corrected frequency spectra
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Fitting Strategy:
Apply in software what the operator does, using 
the marker on HP3561A screen:
1. A blurry vision to get the rough position -> Use 
Gaussian convolution of raw spectrum, then fit, 
linear scale. 
2. Concentrate on narrow lines -> Fit locally! 
(Breit -Wigner's)

3. Arbitrate lines based on rules and machine 
knowledge.

Implementation: 
Programming Language: C++
Data Structures, Graphics: ROOT
Fitting Methods: ROOT/MINUITS
I/O & Communication: Java + xml/RPC
I/O for Offline Analysis : ROOT

 
Digitization time & FFT ~ 4 Hz, on 4 pick-ups, concurrently
Significant noise  -> we average at least 4 spectra -> max. rate ~ 1 Hz. 
Observation: the noise is proportional to betatron signal 
Thus, one gain accuracy in the shape by averaging spectra 
for ~ 30 seconds.  Quantitative chromaticity measurements are then possible.

Raw and process spectra, using small 
emittance beams..  

Runs at at  ~ 1Hz... and allows 
extensive offline analysis.

Analysis of the spectral shape: Using ~60 secs.. average spectra, the ratio of the synchrotron 
side bands to the main line can be measured accurately. From this, one can the linear chromaticity.  

"Linear Lattice" case: Octupoles circuits are off  

Classical method to measure C: Tune vs momentum or r.f. frequency.
In this case,  Ch= 5.5 .  The Tevatron lattice can be linearized ! 

An interactive Java 
application has been written 
to automate the change of r.f. 
frequency and the recording 
of the fitted tune. Horizontal 

plane
Ch = 8.7  

Vertical 
plane
Cv = 2.7  

More difficult : strong non-linear chromaticity.  Octupoles circuits are on ( default operation.)  
The classical method shows
 a strong quadratic component.
The integral of the 2nd 
derivative of the tune with respect to 
momentum is of the same order of 
magnitude as the linear term, over 
the relevant range of the momentum.
This non-linearity introduces 
Landau damping in order to  mitigate
transverse instabilities, allowing us 
to further reduce the chromaticity.
However, accurate measurements are
essential!   
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plane  

Vertical 
plane
  


